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Anti India clashes in Srinagar (18)
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: A Kashmiri protestor gestures after Indian police fired tear smoke shells during clashes in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Kashmiri protestors clash with Indian police in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Kashmiri protestors clash with Indian police in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Indian paramilitary soldiers runs after protestors throw stones in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Tear smoke used by Indian forces rises infront of the main gate of Grand Mosque in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Tear smoke used by Indian forces rises infront of the main gate of Grand Mosque in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Indian police officers move to safer places after protestors throw stones in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: A Kashmiri protestor throw stones towards Indian police in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Kashmiri protestors throw stones towards Indian police in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Kashmiri protestors raise pro freedom slogans in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Tear smoke used by Indian forces rises infront of the main gate of Grand Mosque in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Kashmiri protestors clash with Indian police in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Kashmiri protestors clash with Indian police in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: An Indian policeman detains a protestor during clashes in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Kashmiri protestors run after an Indain policeman catches one of the protestors in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Kashmiri protestors run after an Indain policeman catches one of the protestors in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: A Kashmiri protestor gestures after Indian police fired tear smoke shells during clashes in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019.Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque.Police used teargas shells, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters.Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SRINAGAR, KASHMIR- MAY 10: Kashmiri protestors clash with Indian police in old city Srinagar, Kashmir on May 10, 2019. Massive anti India clashes erupt between government forces and pro freedom protestors in old Srinagar soon after the Friday prayers ended in Grand Mosque. Police used teargas, stun grenades and pellets to disperse the agitated protesters. Locals said many people were injured inside the Grand Mosque when police fired pellets from outside the mosque.Earlier a top rank militant was killed by Indian forces in south Kashmir's Shopian,Police said. Faisal Journo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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